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The Middle Class in America : 
Three questions to answer  

•  Who are they  ?  
 Working class -depend on labor earnings for their 
income (vs. those with extensive financial capital) 
• Where did they go ?  
 Down (incomes, wages ) since the GR and before  
• Why does it matter ?   
Smaller slice of a smaller pie below the 97th 
percentile ; flat and falling wages; not healthy for 
democracy or future upward mobility  for their 
children   

 
 



Concerns Coming out of 
 the Great Recession 



Mean duration of unemployment 
remains high 

Prior to 2008, the mean duration of 
unemployment was about 15-20 
weeks; in May 2014, it stood at 
35.9 weeks (U.S. BLS). 



Where are the job gains?  



Wage growth for men and women  
by education level  

Source: 
Autor, David H. 2014. “Skills, education, and the rise of earnings 
inequality among the ‘other 99 percent’”. Science 344(6186), pp. 843-
851.  Source: CPS 



Recovery looks different for middle -
income vs. wealthier families 

•  Middle income families still dealing with job 
losses, benefit cuts, depressed wage growth 

• Inability to find two good middle wage jobs in 
one place is problematic for income growth 
and  labor market mobility  

• And so weak job demand , weak labor market, 
low quit rate , means floundering Middle Class 

• Wealthier families, on the other hand, are 
benefitting from rising profits; wage gains and 
rising stock prices 
 



 



Wealth as well as income  

 



Income shares from  SCF – Top get 
bigger share of a seeminlgly smaller pie  

 



Current Middle Class  
Policy Issues in USA 

• Wage growth (real wages down 3 percent  for 
median worker since 2007; more since 2001) 
needed for increased living standards  

• Better jobs (moving up the ladder)  
• Better workplaces (scheduling, overtime, job 

flexibility)  
• Increased opportunity for one’s children ( will 

the next generation be as well off as the current 
one ? )  
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